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Possession  2021 / Work in progress  2-Kanal-Video, 2K, 29:00 min, stereo sound



Shot in the open coal mines of the 
Ruhrgebiet in western Germany, its 
surrounding torn down ghost villages 
and mountainous slagheaps, as well 
as subterranean karst caves in eas-
tern Slovakia, Possession joins con-
temporary panoramas, fictional nar-
ratives and analogue special effects. 
Contemporary existing landscapes 
inscribed with unprecedented human 
activity, which and have shaped wes-
tern economy as it is today as much 
as they have been shaped by pro-
fit-oriented extraction, become sites 
where logics and thought patterns of 
extractive politics, possessive enclo-
sures and our notion of energy can 
be questioned and assembled anew.

The main character works as 
hand-pollinator at a fruit plantation, 
a scenario that has already arrived 
in the world, yet is unevenly distribu-
ted. Somewhere on the way to work, 
which is in close proximity to the still 
operating coal mines, she catches an 
environmental disease - a microbody, 
which is ingested and after brief ad-
justion symptoms enables the growth 
of new sensoriums, attuned to the 
environment.
We have never been individuals; 
necessarily we become chimeric 
citizens.

Fossil fuels, substances which have 
no value to the capitalocene until 
they‘re burned, are cast as poetically 
energized materials, an incredibly 
dense complex of former organisms 
and ecosystems that can be resur-
rected.

with   Johanna K Michel
  Fredi de Graft
  Gesche Witte
DOP  Mathias Zausinger
Aerial DOP Tomás da Silva
Sound  Florian Purschke
Lighting  Tomás da Silva
Original music  Georg Paul
Assistant  Giulia Zabarella  
Director  Laura Leppert
Production
Script, Editing,  
Props & Sets
Costumes
Models
Locations  





These mountains
and valleys were 
dug by humans.
No stone left
unturned.
 
In this 
hemisphere, 
a forest only has 
value after it is 
cut down.

The gesture of 
trashing.
Repeatedly.
Repeatedly.
Until a new
constellation 
appears.

A planet orbited by
potato peels and 
spent batteries.



How long is now   2020 Full-HD Video, 13:41 min, stereo sound

Any moment now, she‘ll snap out of it.

video still

Full-HD Video, 13:48 min, stereo sound https://vimeo.com/540098822 password: hlin



What would you do?

In fact, if it could be made right.

Avert the war, 
destroy the bomb,
hinder the dictator‘s birth,
confuse the colonizer‘s route.

She says: I‘m losing time again.
It‘s lag-like, hangoverish.

Could you juice me again?
The colours are starting to fade…

VideostillsA woman is stuck in a time loop. 
Every time she dies in a slapstick 
accident in her tiny home, she is sent 
back to the start again and respawns. 
The longer the time loop lasts, the 
harder it gets to hold onto supporting 
structures and routines. This smooth 
artificial landscape was built on top 
of rubble and gigantic human errors. 
How to build a livable present while 
you‘re stuck in virtual limbo? 
How Long Is Now meditates on 
isolation, the nature of routines and 
thought patterns, the well-trodden 
paths of timetravel plots, and if 
you‘re indeed hurting continuity while 
killing time.

I wanted to make a video that not 
only allowed itself some kind of dil-
letantism, making up meaning as we 
go and thus exposing its mechanism, 
shaking up immersion by using every 
take we did right next to its respec-
tive others, not remembering which 
one was the „failed“ version. 
Respawns, saving points like in video 
games, flashbacks, hangovers, lags, 
slowmotion trainwrecks and returns 
of problems from unruly graves mark 
our life with the unevenly distributed 
COVID19 hyperobject, as we try to 
make sense of it in real-time, cons-
tantly re-adjusting. 
 How Long Is Now had its 
Premiere at European Media Art Fes-
tival Osnabrück, and was nominated 
for EMAF Award and VDFK Award.

with  Giulia Zabarella
all else Laura Leppert



Videostills



Crude Oil Acts   2020 Audio piece (20 min) and printed booklet with script, 8 pages, custom typography & headsets         

exhibition view La Fange du Macadam, Josephspitaler Str / off-site, Munich, DE, organzed by Luciano Pecoits. Photos: Uli Gebert.



VideostillsEine Frau steckt in einer Zeitschleife 
fest. Jedes Mal, wenn sie bei einem 
slapstickhaftern Unfall im Alltag 
stirbt, wird sie wieder zurück ge-
schickt an den Anfang. Je länger die 
Zeitschleife besteht, desto schwerer 
wird es, haltgebende Strukturen auf-
recht zu erhalten.

Während sie versucht, aus dem 
Limbo zu entkommen, entspinnen 
sich mehrere alternative Gegenwar-
ten, gespeist von kleinen Verände-
rungen in der Vergangenheit. Wie 
baut man eine lebenswerte Gegen-
wart?

How long is now entstand während  
des globalen, ungleich verteilten 
Lockdowns aufgrund von COVID19, 
und wurde unter anderem im Münch-
ner Olympiapark gedreht, einer bom-
bastischen künstlichen Landschaft, 
die über den Trümmern des Zweiten 
Weltkriegs angelegt wurde.







Chimeric Citizens   2020 Serie von 3 Zeichnungen auf thermoplastischem Kunststoff, Graphit, Metallblech, Lack, Ösenhaken 

Installation view Sure We Can Sell Beef It‘s Peanuts (Solo), EFES Sculpture Association, Linz, A. Photo: Laurien Bachmann.



Null Island Buoy  2020



Die Motive von Chime-
ric Citizens stammen 
von Beweisfotos des 
Zolls am Flughafen, auf 
denen Personen seltene 
Tiere an ihren Körpern 
trugen, um so der Kon-
trolle auszuweichen. 
Die körperliche Nähe 
scheint wie eine Vor-
stufe zur chimärischen 
Verschmelzung zu my-
thologischen Mischwe-
sen und Gottheiten.

Chimeric Citizens  2020 graphite on thermoplastic, steel, screws  approx. 70 x 55 x 5 cm 



Ghost Affect  2020 motion sensor, speakers, cables, rasppi dimensions variable
 



Crawling Architects  2020 lamp fixings, water, plants sourced on site, adrenaline, glass phioles        dimensions variable
 



Almost Birds, Public Heroes and Secrets 2020 Full-HD Video, 8:45 min, stereo sound

link: https://vimeo.com/401348080  PW: almost

Today is the last day 
that I am using words - 

Last night I found a condo
only the wind called home.

Street child and rat god
they live in a house with no roof, 
no walls

How to grow without getting heavier?

Installation view Sure We Can Sell Beef It‘s Peanuts (Solo), EFES Sculpture Association, Linz, A. Photo: Laurien Bachmann.



How to grow without
getting heavier?

How can you walk on a foot
that doesn‘t know 
it will be a foot one day

You alienated,
you will be one people,
one day

Is there a shadow?
A predator belly?
Night or day?
Now Sun.
Now Cloud.
I like your body
I like its Hows

VideostillsThe camera as the remote eye 
of the human species is carried 
to territories humans have left 
- or have never reached. Those 
cameras, in a sense of non-anth-
ropocentric Cinéma Verité, show 
filmic space transformed by 
unfamiliar bodies, by animal and 
machinic rhythms.
 Strapped to animal bo-
dies and cosmis rovers, their 
movements are not centered 
on human understanding and 
show a very own access to the 
surrounding world. Intertwined 
urban structures of airports, the 
polar sea and abandoned inte-
riors like sensor-operated smart 
homes become the landscapes 
for a re-conquest.

The soundtrack is an atmo-
spheric ambient composed of 
morphed animal voices, remote 
technological signal noises and 
bodily sounds, where humans 
and more-than-human beings 
melt together acoustically.

 The video‘s last part 
transfer a whale‘s breathing 
rhythm to the viewer. The ca-
mera pops out of the water for a 
second when the whale inhales, 
and orientation to a place is brie-
fly given, before it submerges in 
the distanceless blue of the oce-
an again.



Videostills



Installation view Sure We Can Sell Beef It‘s Peanuts (Solo), EFES Sculpture Association, Linz, A. Photo: Laurien Bachmann.



Gatekeeping and Dooropening  2020 broken chain links, silicone, acrylic sheet glass, coffee, water  

Installation view Sure We Can Sell Beef It‘s Peanuts (Solo), EFES Sculpture Association, Linz, A. Photo: Laurien Bachmann.





Forecast  2020 Video, Full-HD, 27:10 min, stereo sound

The ad claim is based on 
the logic of the spell
that can make you 
want things
and buy things

These words 
have the power to kill kings 
and the king cowers before 
the bard.

video still

 link: https://vimeo.com/391439959  PW: fc2020



Videostills

Forecast  deals with the obsession 
with a project that is constantly chan-
ging. It was filmed in temporary urban 
spaces emblematic of a nomadization 
of urban daily life – a self storage, a 
nap cab, a specially contructed one-
room-flat and the backseats of cabs 
and cars.

The interiors are temporary and 
makeshift-like, and are saturated with 
multiple synthetic voices that implicate 
the presence of technologic or se-
mi-human bodies, which never appear 
on screen.

A young entrepreneur tries to get his 
hallucinated start-up moving. Under 
scrutiny by disembodied synthetic 
voices, he is making deals on his 
dummy-like phone. Dialogues turn into 
monologues – he keeps clinging to 
moving deadlines for lack of a better 
idea, and it remains unclear if his busi-
ness is really picking up speed.
 The hysterical language of 
dealmaking, a frankensteinian version 
of neoliberal tech lingo point to the ab-
solute opportunism of the climate he 
produces, and in which every thought 
seems to be build on swamp land. 

With the project and the surroundings 
collapsing, and facing private like 
ecological failure, this narrow script of 
success must be left behind.

with  Milena Wojhan
 Enrique Fiß Muñoz
DOP Mathias Zausinger
Sound Jakob Braito
Voices Simona Andrioletti
 Georgia Kaw
 Hannah Correll
 Adrian Sölch
 Ian Moorse
 David Scheffler
all else Laura Leppert

Screw-overs 
and come-ons
at after-work sit-ins
out-of-pocket
hand-to-mouth
drop-down blow-up
drive-by
sell-out 
no-return

sunshine bridge
hearts-and-minds
bricks-and-clicks
best-of-breed
blue-sky
future-proof
low-hanging fruit
burn-out
roll-over
off-shore
off-key
off-screen
game-changer

safe-word
never-where
forget-me-not
built-in
cutting-edge
bleeding-edge
out-of-the-box 
upside-trend
if we silo



Videostills



Videostills

Videostills



And by the way - 
what do you do for a living 
again? 

Even a website is a monument,
but, 
well, 
not you.

You‘re not helping.

Sure I did this in ten minutes. 
But I practiced years to do it in 
minutes -

so you owe me the years, 
not the minutes.



Installation view Forecast (Solo), Graduation Show, Academy of Arts, Munich, DE



She can have eyes or not  2019 Audio walk in public space, ca. 35 min           in coop with Giulia Zabarella

Intervention view Crossroads as Win-Win Situation, tour and exhibition in public space with eponymous publication, initiated and co-curated with Giulia Zabarella, featuring invited artists Rapha-
el Krome, Annabell Lachner, Adrian Sölch, Sarah Doerfel. Highway Overpass Freimann, Munich, DE. All photos: Thomas Splett.



A group of visitors is led to a secret 
place where they take part in a tour 
that spans all levels of a highway 
overpass in the north of Munich 
(called „Tatzelwurm“, literally ma-
ny-paws worm, a local name for 
dragonbodied creatures). The au-
dio walk interweaves fragments of 
spoken word, music snippets and 
ambient recordings and focuses on 
developments of the rapidly gen-
trifying city, more or less corporeal 
spirits from connected to organzied 
(proto-)urban spaces.
 Walking along the tiny 
shortcuts among the concrete body 
of an efficiency structure not meant 
for human scale, every participant 
is given time and space to move 
around freely inside architecture and 
text. The visitors are gently led th-
rough the stacked building by hints 
towards details and landmarks in 
their surroundings, so they don‘t get 
lost - a female voice, derivative of 
common navigation devices, takes 
on the role of a (sometimes tangled) 
Ariadne‘s string. 

(...)

Leaves are growing to fill contours 
passed by the board.

Curated brushes are mercilessly 
brought to heel, so they don‘t cross 
the threshold of the path‘s edge.
 
Beneath the disciplined grass 
there‘s probably a sheet of metal, 
installed there so no moles disturb 
the garden‘s uniformity. 
Probably, there are lasers built into 
the ankle height wire fencing, and 
if a sapling triggers the light barrier, 
they fire away to save the severity, 
automatically. 

 Ant trails must only run pa-
rallel to facilities; this is ensured by 
unannounced inspections. 

(...)



(...)

Was ich an Antworten gelernt habe? 
Dass es nach der Apokalypse egal ist, 
ob man verwandt ist. 
Oder war, vorher. 

Sie heißen einfach „Der Mann“ und „der Junge“. 

Der Mann zieht die Fragmente der Karte hervor 
und betrachtet sie. 
„Was machst du da?“ fragt der Junge. 
„Wir müssen weiter ziehen. 
Wir müssen nach Süden zur Küste. 
Warum? 
Weil es hier bald sehr kalt wird. 

Der Junge lernt das Alphabet 
anhand von ausgeblichenen Werbeschildern, 
auf die Verzweifelte mit roter Farbe 
(immer roter Farbe) kryptische Warnungen 
und Bibelzitate schmieren.

Er lernt auch Schießen.

Und die Melodie des 
drohenden Übels zu 
erkennen.

(...)



Blätter wachsen hinein in Umrisse, 
die das Gremium verabschiedet 
hat. 
 Kuratierte Sträucher wer-
den gnadenlos in Form gebracht, 
sodass sie die unsichtbare Linie 
der Wegkante nicht übertreten.

Wahrscheinlich liegt unter dem dis-
ziplinierten Rasen eine Metallplatte, 
damit keine Maulwürfe die Einheit 
stören. Wahrscheinlich sind in den 
knöchelhohen Drahtbegrenzungen 
an der Wegkante Laser eingebaut, 
und bei Auslösung der Lichtschran-
ke feuern sie los, um die Strenge 
zu retten, automatisch.

(...)



Agorà eats itself  2019  performative Lesung mit 12 PerformerInenn, ca. 10 min

view Aperto, CSAV Artist‘s Laboratory, Fondazione Ratti, Villa Sucota, Como, IT. Photos: Luca Bianco



The chatroom as a virtual forum 
becomes a blurry stage on which 
characters form among the au-
dience. A chatroom script has 
been transcribed in real time - 
the pace of incoming messages, 
sometimes rapid, sometimes 
trickling, conjures overlapping 
cacophonies and awkward si-
lences, transplanted from online 
space to bodily acoustic space.
 The performers are dis-
persed throughout the crowd 
- there have been no rehearsals, 
and noone knows what the 
others will say. 

Some take the role of spam-
mers, some of bots, and there 
are several sub-conversations 
simultaneously. The script fol-
lows the slang and structure of a 
found live chat that is interwoved 
with slippages of real and virtual 
space and time zones, anecdo-
tes and slang from the time the 
group of artists spent together, 
and passages of the impressio-
nistic script of the movie „Roma“ 
by Fellini.

view Aperto, CSAV Artist‘s Laboratory, Fondazione Ratti, Villa Sucota, Como, IT. Photos: Luca Bianco



Worming and Walling  2019

Installationsansicht Steal the Surroundings (Solo), Goldberg Galerie, Munich, DE

Moskitonetz, Reißverschlüsse, handgefärbter Leinenstoff, Laserdruck auf Papier, Karabinerhaken, Steilwandhaken      



Two larger-than-life sewing pat-
terns of pant pockets are hanging 
from the gallery; their fabric, used 
to keep away parasites and in-
sects, are interspersed with zipper 
openings one might know from 
camping. Washing labels are sown 
into their hemline - the text talks 
about spatial strategies used by the 
military in urban warfare, the pitfalls 
of missiles being operated digitally 
without actual bodily feedback, and
design priciples for a good user in-
terface, which seems to work best 
if it mirrors the user‘s home.





I remember a lake   2018 Full-HD Video, 6:11 min, mit stereo Sound link: https://vimeo.com/310185900     PW: itsmellslike

video still



Videostills

Everything the light touches
belongs to someone else.

Imagine a watermarked panorama,

a landscape with a blur 
of conquerors.

Questions of ownership, disposal 
and the
longing to belong are playfully nego-
tiated in
I remember a lake. The flows of 
goods are
backdrop, end in itself and home at 
the same
time.
Meanings are shifted; an anticapita-
list letter-
bomb terrorist lives in a picture post-
card
of his hideaway, landscapes on 
banknotes are
being scanned by the camera like in 
documentaries
and people set up their makeshift
shelter for the night in the shelves of 
megastores.



Videostills

Videostills



Installationsansicht Territory of Ready, Maximiliansforum, München

Installationsansicht Territory of Ready, Maximiliansforum, München

Installation view Territory of ready, Maximiliansforum, Munich, DE



Gatherer     2018 aluminum tube, heating element, timer  362 x 5 x 5 cm

The pole is heated from dusk till dawn; at the 
same time it transfers the vibration from over-
head traffic to the underground space. Out of 
opening hours, the space cannot be accessed
- but the pole can be reached all the time 
through a gap in the glass doors.

Installation view Territory of ready, Maximiliansforum, Munich, DE



Slang  2018 Asphalt   540 x 270 x 3 cm

The structure that resembles a filled-in road 
damage is placed in the space in such a 
way that people have to step on it to enter.

Installation view Territory of ready, Maximiliansforum, Munich, DE. Photo: Raphael Krome.



Empty Hand    2018 Full-HD Video, 5:09 min, stereo sound  link: https://vimeo.com/362569724  PW: eemmppttyy

Installation view Videodox, Biennial for Video Art, Galerie der Künstler, Munich, DE



Videostills

Who made this
and who made you
Who‘s in the Who‘s-Who

and: Why are the birds 
attacking?

I don‘t know what it means.
I just know it‘s important.

Build mystery around it, 
don‘t show it too often.

The gestures of presenting, 
handling, gift-giving or -withdra-
wing - Empty Hand focuses on 
the well-known trope of the ob-
ject of desire, its morphing from 
classical cinema through cont-
emporary advertising, and slowly 
shifts from the object at hand to 
the vocabulary of gestures sur-
rounding, framing, holding it.

Hands show, present, grab, 
grapple and tear, rip open 
packages and pass secrets to 
one another. Stock photos of 
people presenting their palms 
as platforms for products yet to 
be inserted, the MacGuffin plot 
device and its hacked-up use 
in mainstream cinema as deus 
ex machina, and Black Friday‘s 
hysterics are distilled to an ever-
flowing river of hands.

Empty Hand was originally made 
for a subterranean exhibition 
space called Maximiliansforum, a 
discontinued side-branch sttion 
of public transport located be-
neath the most expensive luxury 
shopping street in the center of 
Munich. 



Videostills



Videostills

It starts with 
an empty hand
of a smiling person
on a neutral
backdrop.

I don‘t know what
it means - 
I just know
it‘s important.

Build mystery 
around it,
don‘t show it 
too often.

Don‘t toss it around
like airport luggage.



Agreement  2017

Installationsansicht Tacker / Preselection, Galerie der Künstler, München

5-teilige Installation mit zahlreichen wandernden Cutouts wasserstrahlgeschnittener Edelstahl  Maße variabel 



The work consists of an imagi-
nary factory with five major parts: 
workspace, contract, evaluation, 
product and waste. These sta-
tions contain and distribute
symbols, signs and geometric 
proto-tool-like shapes. As every 
line is also a cut and produces
negative and positive, the cut-
outs can be linked to their place 
of origin in the stations while they 
disperse in the space and play 
through different constellations.





Installationsansicht Tacker / Preselection, Galerie der Künstler, München



Installationsansicht Tacker / Preselection, Galerie der Künstler, München



Symptoms of Loneliness 2019 Stahl, Lack, Wasser, Pumpe, Elektronik  100 x 70 x 6 cm 

Installationsansicht Steal the Surroundings, Einzelausstellung, Goldberg Galerie, MünchenInstallationsansicht Tacker, Galerie der Künstler, München

Der Wasserkreislauf pumpt 
beständig das Wasser in sich 
selbst zurück - dieses wird da-
bei immer rostiger. 
Der unendliche Brunnen, ein 
falsches Perpetuum Mobile, 
geht auf Heron von Alexandria 
zurück.



Pathfinder (ah um)  2017 wood, varnish, laserprint on adhesive paper, steel, steel  dimensions variable
rope, assorted hardware

Installationsansicht Pathfinder, Einzelausstellung Goldberg Galerie, München



The Frankfurt Kitchen as the ancestor 
of contemporary modular mass-pro-
duced furniture that seeks to optimize 
movement and use of space, is here 
built as a monolithic bloc, a functionless 
template of refusal, and underwent 
several de- and re-assemblings before 
reaching its final form. The sequence of 
construction can be deduced in part by 
the traces left by the process.
Every shape is at the same time carrier 
of traces from a supposed prior hand-
ling and of instruction-like labels that 
propose variations of assembly and 
play with each shape‘s imagined con-
text.









Stand beside the system (runners and risers) 2017

Installationsansichten Pathfinder, Einzelausstellung, Goldberg Galerie München

aluminum casts, steel rope, sttel tube, tape, multiple socket, branch, cable, steel chain,sisal rope, polyethylen rope, human hair   820 x 476 x 22 cm



Departing from the division of public 
space into overlapping zones, a mul-
tidimensional text that can be read 
from all sides is developed.
Deformed hardware intergrown with 
aluminum casts, fragments of ropes, 
strings and disconnected cables 
form a zone. All its elements are 
connections, but their endpoints re-
main unknown - thus every element 
is a middle piece, insert and cutout 

from a unknown whole.



Installationsansicht Schwarze Piste #5, Hawerkamp e. V., Münster





Ajar 2016



Fluchtfahrzeug 2016

Installationsansicht Muthesius-Preis 2016, Kunsthalle zu Kiel, Kiel

2-part installation       steel, lacquer, springs, screws, wheels, two wooden wedges           876 x 292 x 62 und 565 x 292 x 62 cm



The vehicle uses the junctures between 
wall and ceiling and wall and floor as its 
tracks. Its legs keep extending until they 
hit an architectural obstacle.

The precariously balanced vehicle can 
be moved by visitors, cautiously; if one 
wheel falls out of its track, all others will 
follow and fall immediately.


